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NUMERICAL RANGE AND CONVEX SETS* 

BY 

FREDRIC M. POLLACK 

The numerical range W(T) of a bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space H 
is defined by 

W(T) = {(Tx, x) | M = l,xeH}. 

W(T) is always a convex subset of the plane [1] and clearly W(T) is bounded since 
it is contained in the ball of radius ||!T|| about the origin. Which non-empty convex 
bounded subsets of the plane are the numerical range of an operator? The theorem 
we prove below shows that every non-empty convex bounded subset of the plane 
is W(T) for some T. To prove this theorem we need the following lemma: 

LEMMA Let D be a convex set in the plane and let r0 e D—D. It is then impossible 
to find sequences of complex numbers {ccn} and{zn} which have the following proper ties: 

(1) oin > 0, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 

(2) | a „ = l, 
n=l 

oo 

(3) zneD, 2a„zn = r0. 

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that r0=0, the origin, and that 
Re(2r)>0 for all z e D. Thus assume that sequences {aj and {zn} exist and satisfy 
properties (1), (2), (3). Since an>0 andRe(Z>)>0, each zn must be pure imaginary 
for if some zn has a non-zero real part then 2n=i V ^ O m u s t have a nonzero 
real part and this is absurd. Now 0$ D and therefore no zn=0. Since D is convex, 
we must have either lm(zn)>0 for all n or Im(zJ<0 for all n (otherwise 0 e /)). 
But if for example lm(zw)>0 for all n then Im(2n=i anzn)=Im(0)>0 which is 
impossible, and thus the lemma is proved. 

THEOREM. Any bounded convex nonempty subset of the plane is the numerical 
range of an operator. 

Proof. Let D be a bounded convex non-empty subset of the plane. If D consists 
of exactly one point, say D={À0}, then W(Û0Ï)=D. If D has more than one point 
then since it is convex it has precisely 2N0 points. Let H be a Hilbert space with an 
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orthonormal basis of cardinality 2N0 and let this basis be indexed by the points of 
D. Define an operator T on H by Tex=Àex for all X in D. T is a bounded 
operator since the set D is a bounded set. We will show that W(T)=D. 

If A G D then A=(IfeA, eA) G l^(r) and thus D c W(T). Now if x0 G H, \\X0\\ = 1, 
then there exists an at most countable sequence of non-zero complex numbers, 
{j8n}, such that x 0=2n=i£ ne v Since ||x0||2=l we must have JS-i Ij8»l2=l- Let 

\n=l I 71=1 / \w=l n==l / n=l 

We have to show r0 e D, and as a first step we will show that r0 e D. Let an=|/?n|2 

and let e B = l - ^ l ocfc. We have r0=2n=i anAn, sn>0, e n + ( 2 ^ î afc)=l. Finally 
let yn=(2fc=i afc4)+ew^o> where A0 is any element of D. Clearly yne D since D is 
convex. Now |yn-r0 | = |-(£&>* afc4) + gnA0|<|2fc>w afcAA.|+ew |A0|. But l i m , ^ 
l2*>n <*AI=0> and l i m , ^ en |A0|=0. Thus r0=limn^oo yw and since yn G Z) we have 
r0 e 5 . If we assume to the contrary that r0 is not in D then we have r0 G D—D. By 
the previous lemma, however, since r0=2n=i an^n> an>0, 2n=iaw=l» KeD 

this is impossible. Thus r0 G D. This completes the proof. 
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